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It seems David Suzuki has expensive tastes for someone who wants to shut
down the carbon economy within a generation.
Sun News has learned that Suzuki owns four properties in some very exclusive
areas. One of his properties includes part of an island he shares with an oil
company, among others.
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POLL: David Suzuki, who made a name for himself championing the
environment and fighting against development and excess, owns four
homes with his primary residence valued at around $8.2 million. Should
Suzuki practice what he preaches?
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Ezra Levant confronts David Suzuki and shares new details about Suzuki's
hypocritical lifestyle.
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Suzuki, and Al Gore, are HYPOCRITES. They do not practice what
they preach. No respect for either one of them, and all those econuts.
Reply ·
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Top Commenter · Connect Institute of

‘We’ll never heal,’ family says in Jolene Cote’s
unsolved death

Technology
NOTHING in this article identifies Suzuki as a hyptcrite!
So, he has money... He should, he started a
corporation! And 8 Mil is nothing compared to, say, a 2
billion dollar provincial scandal... So, you got it, you
have permission to remain a sheep!
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Dan Fenning I guess you didn't bother to actually read
and listen to the evidence.
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Bob Baker ·
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Nothing identifis him as a hypocryte? Are you kidding?
He preaches against excess, carbon footprint, greed
and too many people on the planet. He has a nonprofit foundation but lives the lifestyle others only
dream of. He rants about taxing the rich and giving to
the poor yet lives in excess. His whole life is a con. The
worst of it is ourtax dollars through CBC and university
speaking engagements made him those millions. Not a
real job. You must be the last of a dying breed of
Suzuki fans that are in total denial.
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I for one am tired of paying his CBC welfare cheque, time to cut
them both loose, no more of this phony, or the wasteful CBC
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Diane St Denis ·
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I agree with you Kelly and Robert Anes. It's time for an
Investigation. Enough of wasting taxpayers money.
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